
 

Do you write under a pseudonym? Why or Why not?  

I write under the initials for my legal name because my birth name and nick name are rarely pronounced 

correctly and rather than create consistent awkward moments when I have to correct the pronunciation, it 

makes more sense to me to use initials, and give my name when I meet them.  

 

What is the name of your latest book, and what’s it about?  

Behind Closed Doors is my latest book, and it is about 2 manipulative siblings in their 20’s who live chaotic, 

dysfunctional and promiscuous lives in Atlanta. After their father’s untimely death, dark family secrets are 

revealed and the siblings begin to reap the consequences of the decisions they’ve made, some which they may 

not be able to recover from. 

 

What genre/s does your latest book fall under?  

Fiction/Suspense: It’s typically classified under African American Fiction & Urban Life because the main 

characters are black, however; I believe, and have been proven correct by the diverse readership, that these 

characters can be relatable to more than just those in the African American communities or who like to read 

the genre.  

 

What website and/or social networks can people use to keep up with you?  

Author Web: http://www.kfjohnsonbooks.com 

Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/KFJohnsonbooks  

Blog: http://kfjohnson.wordpress.com 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/KFJohnsonAuthor 

 

If you could say anything to your current and future readers, what would it be?  

To current readers I truly appreciate your support and I hope you’ve enjoyed reading my book as much as I 

enjoyed writing it. I’m also working on the sequel for release in 2013, at their request, and I’m excited! To future 

readers, if you’re easily deterred by vulgarity, sex & realism, you might exit my book party early, butif you enjoy a 

rollercoaster of fun, dysfunction, danger and passion, you WILL be entertained! 

 

Where can readers buy your books?  

AMAZON.COM: http://www.amazon.com/Behind-Closed-Doors-

ebook/dp/B008PDV4HM/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top 

Createspace: https://www.createspace.com/3949090 

Barnes & Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/behind-closed-doors-k-

johnson/1112385778?ean=9781478316923&itm=1&usri=behind+closed+doors+k.f.+johnson 

 

Are you a trained writer (degreed) or a natural?  

I have taken classes in college to increase my abilities, but I think my talent is more natural. I’ve been writing 

since I was 11 years old. 

 

Who is your target audience for your latest book?  

Men and women who like to read about dysfunctional relationships and reaping what you sow. I intentionally 

wrote it from the perspectives of a male main character (Brian) and a female main character (Brenda) so that 

both sexes might find a connection in their experiences. 

 

What point of view do you typically write from and why? 

I wrote from the 1st POV for this book because I enjoy being able to relay a story through the eyes of the main 

characters and I feel like it makes the scenarios more realistic when the story is being told by those who are 

involved.  

 

If you could choose any celebrity to promote your book OTHER THAN OPRAH, who would it be? 

Tyler Perry because despite some of the criticisms he receives for his movies, I like many of them and he’s a 

talented director and story teller. I’d love to have my book and/or future books turned into a movie and if I could 

get his support, that would definitely be a huge stepping stone to success.  

 

What has been your most exciting moment as an author?  

The day I published the book myself and actually realized the first part of my dream, then finding out how 

supportive everyone I knew from family to close friends, to acquaintances really was when I first told them 

about my book. I hadn’t told many people I was writing a book at all, and the support, riddled with the 

excitement they relayed after enjoying the book is priceless.  

 

What has been your biggest challenge to overcome as a writer?  

The eagerness to please everyone and knowing it’s not possible. I realize that everyone isn’t into my genre of 

writing, into my style of writing, or simply won’t like the book, but the anxiety about getting everything right to 

please as many readers as possible (editing, cover photo, marketing) has kept me up nights grinding. 

 

What’s been your inspiration/motivation to write this book?  

I’ve always had a vivid imagination, and I just enjoy creating stories. I’ve had some success in many other areas 

of life, but I’ve always felt a little unfulfilled in not being able to MASTER any of them. Writing, however; has 

always been my passion, and I feel like THIS is what I’ve been born to do. My motivation has increased by the 

many readers who have encouraged me to write a sequel, thus validating my feelings that I have a talent in this 

area. 

 

What is the best reviewer comment or compliment you’ve received about this book to date? 

I’ve received many, but the one that made me laugh out loud and that I remember the most is this one by 

someone named “Kimmie B” that I copied from Amazon. I wanted to find her and hug her when I read it. “I am 

still trying to figure out if I am sitting in the audience of an old Jerry Springer episode! This is such a GREAT 

BOOK!! I could not stop reading it…so many twists and turns! The author really set up the characters beautifully. 

The story line was very easy to follow and OH BOY! Does she know how to really set the reader up for ‘dropped 

jaw syndrome’…my jaw is still DROPPED! This is a story about love, and searching everywhere for it–losing in 

the game of love, abuse, family bonds, family secrets and lies, promiscuity, self hatred, choices, chances and 

karma — plus throw in a little murder, ‘down-low’ action and stalking to boot…and you have the recipe for an 

OUTSTANDING book!! I would say if you have not had the pleasure of reading this book, PLEASE DO! 5 stars and 

2 Snaps Up!*Drops mic and walks away.”  

 

Who are your favorite authors and are you reading any books now? If so, what?  

My favorite authors are Sistah Souljah, Omar Tyree, Eric Jerome Dickey, Michael Baisden, Stephen King, Dean 

Koontz, V.C. Andrews & Terry McMillian. I’m reading a few books now to post reviews for so I don’t want to favor 

saying one name over the other. 

 

  

 

 

Book Review Talk thanks you very much for this interview and encourages our followers to be sure to connect 

with author K.F. Johnson via social networking, purchase her latest book Behind Closed Doors and follow us on 

twitter, facebook and wordpress for more BRT news! 
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